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 NON-BAIRE SETS IN CATEGORY BASES

 Around 1975 John C.Morgan II introduced a theory of category bases. Its
 main feature is to present measure and category and some other properties of
 point set classification in a common framework. The aim of this paper is to
 give conditions on a category base under which each abundant set will contain
 a non-Baire set. It is a generalization of a theorem of Harasishvili (cf. th
 1.3 in [2]) concerning the existence of sets wit hout the Baire property in the
 topological spaces.

 Let us recall some basic definitions and concepts of the theory of category
 bases.

 A category base on a set A' is a pair (A', 5) such that A" is a set and S is
 a family of subsets of X , the nonempty subsets called regions, satisfying the
 following axioms

 (1) [)S = X

 (2) Let A be a region and V a non-empty family of disjoin regions of cardi-
 nality less than the cardinality of «S.

 Then

 (i) if A H ('JV) contains a region, then there is a region B 6 V such
 that ACiB contains a region

 (ii) if ,4 D (|JP) contains no region, then there is a region B C A which
 is disjoint from (J P.

 Standard examples of category bases include topologies and sets of positive
 measure with respect to a cr- finite measure. We shall say that a set. C C A' is
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 singular if, for every region /1, there exists a region B C A such that Bf)C = 0.
 A set M C A' is meager if M is countable union of singular sets. A set Y which
 is not meager is called an abundant set. A set Z is abundant everywhere in a
 region A if, for each region B C A} B fi Z is abundant. The class of meager
 sets for a category base (A', 5) will be denoted by In the case that
 the category base (A',S) is a topology, the class of all Baire sets is identical
 with the family of sets with the Baire property, and the class of meager sets is
 identical with the family of all sets of the first category. If the category base
 is the family of measurable sets of positive measure with respect to a or-finite
 complete measure, then B(S) is the family of measurable sets and M(S) is
 the family of all sets of measure zero.

 By a base of an ideal of sets V we shall understand a subfamily V such
 that each member of V is contained in some member of V.

 Now we formulate the principal theorem of (his paper.

 Theorem 1 (cf. 3.1 in [2].) Let (X ,S) be a category base on an infinite set
 X such that the following conditions are satisfied

 Io Mo C .M(S), where Mo = {A C X : cord A < card A'}

 2° there exists a base of the a-ideal M(S) of cardinality not greater than
 card X.

 Then the follotving conditions are equivalent

 (i) C is meager

 (ii) each subset of C is Baire set.

 The proof of this theorem will be based on the following result of Ilara-
 sishvili(see th. 5.2 in [1]).

 Theorem 2 (Harasislivili) . Let X be an infinite set and <j>' C 2X such
 that

 Io card <j) i < card X

 2° VZ G <t> i (card Z = card X)

 Then there exists fa C 2A such that

 a) card fa > card X

 b) VZiyZ? € fa (Z' ^ Zo =❖ card(Z' fi Zi) < card X)
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 e) VY G <¡>'ÍZ G fa (car d (Z fi Y) = card A').

 We also utilize the followig lemma.

 Lemma 1 If (X,S) is a category base and {/10 : a < A}, where A < card S
 is a family of essential y disjont Baire abundant sets, then there exists a family
 of disjont regions {Ba : a < A} such that for any a < A every set Aa is
 abundant everywhere in BQ.

 The proof of this lemma is similar to the proof of theorem 1.5 in [3].

 Proof of the theorem. Only the implication (ii)=>(i) needs a proof. We
 will present the proof in two steps. At first, let C be a region. Without loss of
 generality let us assume that C = X, because in the case of an arbitrary region
 C, we could consider a category base (C%$c)* where 5c = {B G 5 : ß C C}
 for which (see th. 1.11 in [3]) jVi(«Se) = Af(5)nC and B(Sc) = Z>(S)nC. It is
 clear that the assumption Io and 2° are satisfied for the category base (C, Sei-
 het us assume that each subset of A' is a Baire set and A' ^ M(S). Let B*
 denote any base of ,M(S) of cardinality not greater than card A'. Putting

 (¡>' = {V C A' : A' - Y G B*}

 we have that

 card fa < card Bm < card X

 and, for each set Y G <¡>', card Y = card X because otherwise, X G Ai(5).
 Hence by Theorem II, there exists a family <pu fulfilling (a)-(c). By condition
 (b) and assumption Io it. is clear that for two distinct sets

 Z' » Zņ G Z' fi Z'i G .Ví(ò).

 Moreover each set Z G <f> 2 is abundant. Indeed, if Z G A4(iS), then there would
 exist a set B G B* containing Z such that A' - B G <f>'. Hence by condition (c)
 we would obtain that card (Z fl (A' - B)) = card A', contraty to the fact that
 Z n(X - B)) = 0 and that A' is infinite. We prove that there exist a member
 of the family fa, which is not a Baire set. Now, at first, we shall conclude that
 card S > card fa. Namely, for each set Z G there exists a region V such
 that Z is abundant everywhere in V . It is easy to see, by theorem 1.3 in [3],
 that for any two distinct sets Z',Zo G <!> 2 the regions V', V* are also distinct.
 Let <f> 2 = {^í}i<a- According to the lemma there exists a family of disjont
 regions of cardinality greater than card A'. This contradiction completes the
 proof of the first step.

 In the second step we assume that C is an arbitrary subset of X and each
 subset of C is a Baire set. Let us suppose that C is not. a meager set. By the
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 fundamental theorem (see chapter 1 in [3]) there exists a region B such that
 C is abudant everywhere in B. Hence B is abundant. Since C is a Baire set,
 we have, by theorem 1.2 in [3], that B - C is a meager set. Moreover, for any
 subset B' C B the equality B' = B' H C U B' fi (B - C) implies that B' is a
 Baire set. By the first step of our proof, B is meager. This is contrary to the
 fact that B is abundant.

 In the case that the category base is the family of sets of positive measure
 over the real line, R, or the natural topology over the real line, we can easily
 obtain the existence of a non measurable set. or a set without the Baire property

 (cf. p.40 in [2]). The theorem depends on the axiom of choice. In the proof
 of the theorem the axiom of choice was clearly used.

 Proposition 1 If a category base (X,S) is sveli that card X > ( card S)"0,
 then the property c.c.c. implies the existence of a base of M(S) of cardinality
 not greater than card X.

 Proof. Under the assumption of c.c.c. each meager set is contained in a set
 belonging to the family where IC = {-4 C X : -4 = X - B, B € 5} (see
 th.1.5 in [1]). It means that the family Kt>a is a base of the family M(S) such
 that card (K¿< 7) = ( card S)"0 < card X.

 There are no connections between the c.c.c. property for an arbitrary
 category base (XtS) and the possesion of a base of cardinality not greater
 than card X by the a -ideal of meager sets.

 Example 1 Let 2U*°=2"1 =W2. There exists a category base (A 'S) stich that
 the condition c.c.c. is not satisfied, but the family of meager sets M(S) pos -
 sesses a base of cardinality not greater than card X and , moreover, C
 M(S).

 We give an example of a topological space (R,T) which has the desired
 properties. Let To denote the natural topology on the real line, R. Now, we
 will define a topology on R putting 71 = {^4 C R : A = U - A'; where U G %
 and X C R, card X < u>i}. Let us consider the family ((Ri7i)t-)i<Wl and
 let (R,7i) denote the topological sum of the family ((R, 7i),)f<u>1 • Futher,
 let (R,T) be the topological space where T is the topology induced by the
 bijection from (R,7"2). It is clear that any set A C R such that card A < 2^° is
 the first category, consequently Mo C M(S). We see that the condition c.c.c.
 is not satisfied. It is obvious that the family of all sets of the first category
 in the topological space (R,Ti) possesses the base consisting of all sets of the
 form F U G where F is set of the first category in the natural topology
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 and G is such that card G = u'. From the assumption that 2a'1 = u>2 we
 conclude that the family of all sets of the first category in the space (R,7~2)
 and consequently in the space (K, T), possesses a base of cardinality not grater
 than l>2-

 Example 2 (cf. example 3.Î in [1]). Let a be the first measurable cardinal
 number and lei X be any set of cardinality a and fi any propability measure
 on the family of all subsets of X such that /'({¿ł}) = 0 for each x G X . The
 category base of all sets of positive /1 measure is clearly a point meager category
 base with the c.c.c. property and, from Theorem J , we conclude that there does
 not exist a base of the family of all meager sets of cardinality not greater than
 or.

 Acknowledgement. I would like to thank the referees for their many valuable
 suggestions.
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